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William Spooner revolutionised industrial processes with
his forced air technology.

Experts in the drying,
curing and cooling of
Metal strip

With decades of experience Spooner work closely with
customers to understand the product and processes to
provide a tailored solution. Whether producing metal
strip for the automotive, food or building and
construction industry Spooner can offer a range of
equipment.

Spooner can design, manufacture, install and
commission thermal equipment to optimise
performance and to produce market leading product
quality, utilising innovative design, depth of process
knowledge and a constant commitment to optimising
all details large and small. It’s the constant focus on
detail that gives the Spooner systems unmatched
results.

Working with customers
Spooner offers a tailored
solution



It was our deep understanding of airflow and thermal
technology that enabled Spooner to achieve what
nobody else could at that time and led to us
becoming one of the world’s leading experts in the
supply of Industrial Process Equipment.

Fast forward more than 80 years and many new and
existing companies around the world are still taking
advantage of the benefits of Spooner Thermair
Technology.

One particular area of business where we have a
proud well-established reputation is the continuous
metal strip processing industry. Utilising the precise
control of the movement of air, transfer of heat and
unrivalled engineering, we can provide meta strip
process equipment that guarantees products that
are dried, cured, cooled or even annealed to the
quality that you desire.

It's what's inside that

makes our equipment so

effective.

For all enquiries visit www.spooner-metal.com or call +44 (0) 1943 609 505



Industry Experts

With over 80 years of experience across a variety
of industries Spooner has built you vast
knowledge and expertise that is brought to every
project.

Spooner designs and manufactured for a wide range of industries including the
paper, food, metal, environment and converting industry. It’s this experience that
provides Spooner with the expertise for designing and engineering excellent dryers,
ovens and coolers.

Across the metal industry, Spooner has worked with some of the biggest
manufacturing companies proving various tailored solutions. Our continuous
research and development makes sure we continue to help our customers to meet
the ever increasing demands for innovation, flexibility, efficiency and exceeding of
the latest environmental standards.

Experts in forced convec�on technology
we engineer ovens, dryers and coolers
across the process industries including
food, paper, metal and conver�ng. Our
Environment division provides solu�ons
for emission through oxidisers.

It’s our knowledge of industrial processes
that help us help you.

Spooner Groupmanufactures equipment for a
wide range of industries



Continuous Metallic
coating lines

Pre - Paint/
Coil coating

Canstock linesCombination of continuous
metallic coating and
pre-paint lines

Speciality Metal
strip processing
lines

For all enquiries visit www.spooner-metal.com or call +44 (0) 1943 609 505



It’s our knowledge and understanding of heat transfer that make our
impingement ovens and dryers the right solution for our customers. With a
Spooner impingement system, the nozzle design is tailored to suit the
application meaning we can guarantee the ideal process conditions, specific
to your product.

We have been perfecting our dryer technology for over 80 years and in that
time produced ovens. and

Key Features

Nozzle design - Tailored nozzle design to provide effective and efficient heat
transfer.

Independent zones - Independently controlled zones for increased flexibility
and improved strip temperature and evaporation rate control.

Access - Varied options for access to allow for optimised inspection, cleaning
& maintenance.

Enclosure - Enclosure designed for low heat loss, efficient operation and
incorporating internal expansion compensation for long life, low
maintenance.

Lowmaintenance - Oven designed to ensure easy clean, low maintenance
operation

Impingement Dryers and Ovens

We understand the importance of carefully
managing the drying process in every
applica�on.

Features Typical Specifications



Single or multi-zone options

Zone number and length
selected to suit the specific
application

For all enquiries visit www.spooner-metal.com or call +44 (0) 1943 609 505

Nozzle design

Specifically selected for optimised
product quality and efficiency.

Even temperature and

pressure distribution

For uniform heat transfer and
consistent product

Access

Excellent internal access for inspection,
maintenance & cleaning

Heating system

Range of heating systems available
for optimum energy efficiency



Spooner’s understanding and knowledge of thermal air technology is why we are
regarded as market leaders in air flotation. Through the design and development of
our nozzle systems, our ovens & dryers are suitable for a wide range of substrates
and processes.

Our nozzle systems for metal strips have been specifically designed to provide high
heat transfer rates and superior non-contact handling. Spooner’s constant
development opens up exciting possibilities for processing aluminium foil through
too thicker gauge steel strip.

Key Features

Flotation nozzle design - Spooner design a range of nozzle to suit the product and
customer requirements

High heat transfer - Spooner flotation technology ensures high heat transfer rates to
optimise product throughput and equipment size.

Access - Internal walkways for multi-zone systems to allow access for nozzle
inspection & cleaning.

Enclosure - Enclosure designed for low heat loss, efficient operation and
incorporating internal expansion compensation for long life, low maintenance.

Construction - Oven constructed with a fully welded inner skin for leakage &
condensation prevention and mechanical strength

Heatingmechanism - Direct or indirect heating systems and utilising waste heat
were available to optimise overall system efficiency

Independent zones - Independently controlled zones for increased flexibility and
improved strip temperature, evaporation rate and LEL control

Air flotation Dryers and Ovens

Air Flotation Dryers
and Ovens

Excellent strip stability and heat transfer. We
understand the importance of optimum strip
stability and non-contact handling during the
critical drying or curing process

Features Typical Specifications
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Flotation nozzles

Optimised nozzle design and air
flow management for superior strip
stability

Oven construction

The oven has a fully welded inner
skin for leakage & condensation
prevention and mechanical
strength

Heating system

Range of heating systems
available for optimum
energy efficiency

Access

Excellent internal access for
inspection, maintenance &
cleaning

Anti-over-spill/condensate

Features Special designs included
for strip entry and exit points

Even pressure & temperature
distribution

For optimum performance and
product quality



A Spooner catenary oven is founded on decades of experience in thermal systems
and close collaboration with our customers. With every oven design tailored to the
specific line requirements, customers can be assured of the very best in performance,
efficiency, reliability and longevity.

Key Features

Non-contact operation - The nozzle profile is designed to follow the catenary strip
shape, ensuring non-contact processing through the oven length.

Nozzle selection - Nozzle design configured for each zone to suit evaporation and
curing stages along the oven length, ensuring optimum product quality and heat
transfer.

Heatingmechanism - Direct or indirect heating systems and utilising waste heat
were available to optimise overall system efficiency

Independent zones - Independently controlled zones for increased flexibility and
improved strip temperature, evaporation rate and LEL control

Access - internal walkways for multi-zone systems to allow access for nozzle
inspection & cleaning.

Enclosure - Enclosure designed for low heat loss, efficient operation and
incorporating internal expansion compensation for long life, low maintenance.

Construction - Oven constructed with a fully welded inner skin for leakage &
condensation prevention and mechanical strength

Lowmaintenance - Oven designed to ensure easy clean, low maintenance operation

Catenary Ovens and Dryers

Flexible, reliable & repeatable performance
We understand the importance of a reliable,
flexible oven design for processing coated strip.

Features Typical Specifications
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Catenary profile

Utilising catenary profile to
ensure non-contact operation
throughout the dryer/oven.

Nozzle design

Specifically selected for
optimised product quality and
efficiency.

Uniform heat transfer

For consistent product quality

Heating system

Range of heating
systems available for
optimum energy
efficiency

Anti-over spill /condensate features

Special designs included for strip
entry and exit points

Access

Excellent internal access
for inspection,
maintenance & cleaning

Oven construction

The oven has a fully welded inner
skin for leakage & condensation
prevention and mechanical
strength



Metallic coating line air cooler

Spooner’s range of specialised, high performance air coolers are ideally
suited to the unique and demanding requirements of Metallic Coating lines
post pot cooling. Spooner designs include low disturbance pre-freeze line
coolers, Stabilising Coolers combining extremely high cooling rates with strip
stabilising features and the important low maintenance cooler. Adding a
Spooner Air Cooler to your new or existing galvanising line will reduce
vibration, improve cooling rates, increase throughput and deliver savings on
zinc/aluminium.

Our dedicated research and
development centre gives you the
opportunity to test out new coatings
and materials, improve existing
products or experience Spooner’s
capabilities. With years of strip handling
experience and dryer knowledge, our
team can work with you to optimise
your processes, improve strip stability
and uniform heat transfer.

Customer test Centre

Spooner’s range of specialised, high
performance air coolers are ideally suited to the
unique and demanding requirements of Metallic
Coating lines post pot cooling.
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Design

Spooner Post pot air coolers
are selected to ensure low
coating disturbance and strip
vibration whilst delivering
significantly higher cooling
rates than conventional
systems.

Nozzles

All nozzle systems provide even
temperature and pressure distribution
for consistent and reliable
performance.

Construction

Robust construction to meet
the demands of the metallic
coating line environment.

Suitability

Suitable for new lines and
upgrade projects

Mounting

Fixed or removable designs
are possible to optimise line
flexibility.

Enclosures

Air coolers can be supplied
open or with enclosures to suit
customer requirements.



This Spooner cooler designed for economic, high

performance and low maintenance operation. Normally

found after a Stabilising cooler on the up leg or

horizontal/down legs of the cooling tower.

Features :

� Arrays of holes staggered pattern and optimised

for nozzle-to-strip distance.

� Very robust, nozzles don’t block & easy clean.

� High heat transfer rates.

� Long term consistent performance.

� Low maintenance requirements.

Impingement hole array
cooler

Spooner has taken our industry-leading flotation

technology and adapted it to provide unrivalled

performance for post pot cooling on Continuous Metallic

Coating lines:

� Air pressure pad imparting a gentle ‘clamping’

force on the strip to reduce vibration, offering the

following benefits:

o Improved strip stability

o Improved coat weight control.

o Improved surface appearance.

o Lower strip tensions in the tower

particularly for thinner strips.

� High heat transfer rate by using:

o Controlled higher air velocities and higher

Air volumes without strip vibration

o Closer nozzle-to-strip operating distance

without the risk of scratching.

� Remotely adjustable nozzle to nozzle gaps

allowing it the flexibly handle any strip conditions.

� Advantages:

o Lower tower height and/or increased

throughput.

o Reduced zinc/aluminium consumption.

o Improved product quality.

o Reduced wear on zinc pot roll bearings

saving cost and downtime.

� Potential to improve performance of existing Air

Cooler which no longer needs to be restricted to

prevent strip vibration.



Designed to work below the freeze-line before the
metallic coa�ng is set. For best results use in
conjunc�on with the Spooner Stabiliser Air Cooler.

Features :
� Low vibra�on & disturbance design.
� Slot nozzles.
� Split into sec�ons allowing 2 or 3 air

separate velocity zones in each cooler.
� Finger feed nozzles giving gaps in pressure

chambers which allows easy inspec�on of
the strip to assess the surface quality and
increased return air space for low vibra�on
characteris�cs.

Precision slot pre-cooler

Designed to maintain strip temperature after induction

furnace in Post Pot cooling tower, prior to air cooling

furnace:

Features:

� Heating Electric resistance elements or

gas heated.

� Multiple zones for line speed variations.

� Three main Configurations:

o Standard fixed unit.

o Standard unit with Bookwise

opening to allow. ambient cooling

of the strip when not required.

o Combined HRZ / air coolers to

maximise line flexibility. With heat

retention, forced cooling and

ambient cooling modes.

Spooner has considerable experience in using Air

turns, flotation device for non-contact turning of Strip,

in Paper, Converting and Aluminium Industries. We’ve

now developed this technology to work with Steel strip

opening new worlds for line configurations and

eliminating the need for ever increasing Cooling Tower

heights.

Features :

� Based on proven technology.

� Non-Contact Turning & high performance

cooling combined.

� Non-contact for improved surface quality and

elimination of zinc pick-up.

� Allows alternative building layouts.

� Option for double sided cooling.

� Radius circa 3 to 5 m.

� Potential for use in St. Bright Anneal furnaces.



StabilizAIR

Our understanding and expertise in air flotation technology have led to the
development of an exceptional non-contact strip stabilising unit designed to
remove vibration from steel strip. Adding a Spooner StabilizAIR to your existing
galvanising line will reduce vibration, increase stability, improve cooling rates
and deliver savings on zinc.

Key Features
In the StabilizAIR, Spooner’s market leading air flota�on technology is used to
provide excep�onal non-contact strip stabilisa�on. Installed above the air
knives or below exis�ng Air Coolers, on con�nuous metallic coa�ng lines, it
offers:
� Improved Strip Stability
� Reduced Zinc/Aluminium Consump�on
� Improved Product Quality
� Improved Coat Weight Control
� Improved Surface Appearance
� Lower Tension in Tower - Reduced Wear on Zinc Pot Roll Bearings -

Minimised Down�me
� Poten�al to improve performance of exis�ng Air Cooler which no

longer need to be restricted to prevent strip vibra�on.

Features Typical Specifications

Exceptional non-contact strip stabilising
Reducing vibration whilst improving cooling
rates.
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Compact design

1.2 or 1.9 metres tall to enable installation on
most lines. Nozzle systems

Either a three or five nozzle system with
adjustable nozzle to nozzle gap to
handle strip joint/shape issues.

Efficient design

Pre designed giving short
lead times and quick pay
back.

Varies width

Strips up to 1.25, 1.65 or 2.0 metres wide



Attention to detail

All purpose metal strip air
cooler

Our broad process knowledgemeans we
understand how to get this best results.

Utilising Spooner’s range of flotation and impingement nozzle designs our strip
coolers deliver high performance, non-contact cooling with superior strip handling.
Using both ambient or chilled air to cool the strip to the desired temperature.

Our coolers can also be configured to offer dual cooling and heating functions.

Key Features

Cooling Source - Ambient or chilling air depending on the application.

Dual functionality - Dual purpose cooling and heating systems.

Access - Varied options for access to allow for optimised inspection, cleaning &
maintenance.

Closed loop control - Ensures consistent product temperatures irrespective of
ambient conditions.

Web Cooler orientation - Our strip coolers can be oriented horizontally, vertically
or on an incline without loss of performance

Reduced condensation - Careful design dramatically reduces condensation.

We understand the importance of controlled
non-contact cooling optimised to our customers
specific requirements. Spooner Air Coolers can
help you improve product quality and optimise
efficiency.

Features Typical Specifications
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Non Contact cooling

Forced convection using air for
controlled non-contact cooling.

Superior Strip Stability

No strip vibration.

Performance cooling

Utilising ambient or chilled
air.

Easy control

Simple operation with excellent access.
Flexible design

Offering a range of flotation and
impingement designs.



With over 80 years of experience across the process industry, Spooner

knows what it takes to maximise performance whilst maintaining energy

efficiency.

Using our knowledge and expertise, Spooner provides abatement systems

to eliminate volatile organic compounds, hazardous air pollutants and

odorous emissions from a wide range of applications. As metal strip

processing and abatement specialists, Spooner can offer integrated oven,

abatement and heat recovery solutions across the metal coatings industry,

with optimised overall energy efficiency and performance.

We support companies to achieve their
emission requirements in a cost and
energy efficient way.Air Pollution

abatement
For over 80 years Spooner has worked
across the process industries helping
companies improve their performance.



You will find Spooner equipment all over the globe
and with it our support and maintenance teams.

We offer end-to-end customer support from R&D and
Concept Design, through to installation, training and
maintenance.

We provide support and
maintenance for machines
all over the world.

Servicing SparesRefurbishments Modifications Optimisation

For all enquiries visit www.spooner-metal.com or call +44 (0) 1943 609 505



UK - Head Office

Spooner Industries
Moorland Engineering Works

Lower Railway Road
Ilkley

LS29 8JB
UK

Phone: +44 (0)1943 609505
Website: www.spooner-metal.com


